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Save these Dates... 

Useful Covid Lockdown Reading... 

As I write, Lockdown has been extended to 30th July with a tentative reopening date forecast to 
be 31st July. What we do know for certain is that whenever NSW comes out of lockdown, the strict 
QR code check-in procedures (and possibly mask wearing) will be mandated, so we’ll be ensuring 
compliance to avoid the risk of fines.  

We have maintained a strict hygiene regimen since reopening after the last lockdown in June 
2020 and will continue to do so, plus most of our clients have received their first or both AZ jabs. 

         On page 2, do read the article by Vogue Magazine’s managing editor on our 
           C&B Laser treatments. C&B is perfect for improving skin tone, texture and 

clarity, reducing enlarged pores, reducing pigmentation and Melasma. 

     Our Event on 20th June, was small but very well received with everyone 
      thrilled with their take-home goody bags, the information and the 
        the savings they made. I would encourage everyone to attend one 
          of our events being held on 10th and 17th October. 

            On the following pages are very useful articles designed to help 
              you to improve your Winter skin. 

  Happy reading...  

           Kind regards, Lesley 

So that you have plenty of time to plan, save either ONE of these dates in your calendar... 

 

Because... 
 

WE’RE HOLDING 2 VERY SPECIAL EVENTS  

 

 



 

 

 

  

Vogue Road Test: we trialled a skin treatment 

that works to address all signs of ageing... 
Author: ANA EKSOUZIAN-CAVADAS - 7 MAY 2021 

 UN-EDITED EXTRACT: 

Your belief in the power of non-invasive skin treatments is about to skyrocket. 

Of course, if your routine hasn’t intersected with the boom skincare has experienced in the last decade, or if you have 

mature skin, you may have come to the realisation that an at-home routine alone just doesn’t cut it anymore, and what 

you really need is a little professional support. In comes Clear & Brilliant—a fractional laser treatment that has signs of 

ageing firmly on its radar.  

In attempts to lessen the signs of environmental damage that have surfaced on her skin, in recent years, Vogue’s very own 

managing editor, Louise Bryant, recently locked in an appointment for herself. “After years of sun and environmental 

damage, my skin was definitely in need of a next-level freshen-up. I've always wanted to try some form of cosmetic 

treatment but wanted to steer clear of anything procedural,” Louise shares.  

Aside from the clear appeal of working on lessening, and preventing, signs of ageing in a non-invasive manner, Louise too 

sought a treatment that wasn’t going to prove a huge interruption to her day, not only when it came to downtime post-

treatment, but also the duration of the treatment itself—“I'm pretty time-poor, so when it comes to making good choices 

around how I approach skin therapy, having a non-invasive micro treatment definitely caught my attention.” Given Clear 

& Brilliant involves little to no downtime, and the treatment itself can be over and done with in a single lunch break (total 

appointment time being as quick as 30 to 35 minutes and upwards), undergoing the treatment was a no-brainer. 

In Louise’s case, the treatment itself was a little longer: “I was advised that I should allow 90 minutes. The therapist applied 

a special numbing cream and explained exactly what would be involved in the treatment,” explains Louise. “During the 

treatment itself, the clinician applied a gentle laser, which works to refresh your skin from the inside out by creating millions 

of microscopic treatment zones in your skin, these treated areas seeing the replacement of damaged skin tissue with 

healthy, younger-looking skin with a relatively low level of pain: once the laser was applied it was virtually pain-free with 

minimal discomfort.” 

After the treatment—which Louise considers the “easy part” of the process—the post-treatment after-care comes in. 

Immediately after your treatment, you will most likely experience redness and swelling, not unlike a sunburn, so diligent 

aftercare is required. “Post-treatment is where you need to listen carefully as the treatment causes the skin to feel irritated, 

almost like harsh sunburn effects,” shares Louise. In her case, post-treatment side effects weren’t bad at all: “with a triple 

serum mask applied prior to bed that evening, the redness certainly subsided overnight, and the following day, I was able 

to return to my regular skincare routine.” Of course, the reduction of side effects, and the approach to aftercare, will differ 

from person to person, and the clinician conducting your treatment will customise any post-treatment instructions to you 

personally.   

Experiencing some dryness in the days following her treatment—“over the next few days my skin felt very dry to touch, 

however it was explained that this was the normal process”—the passing of a week saw Louise see noticeable changes to 

her skin. “A week after treatment, my skin felt much smoother and the surface appeared more even. I don't need to apply 

so much foundation, which is a huge timesaver. Plus, my regular skin treatments feel more effective.” If you’re planning to 

undergo the treatment, you can expect to see your skin tone evened and illuminated (some would say glowy), your pores 

visibly smaller, and your texture smoothed. 

As it goes with almost all skin treatments, one is good, a few more following that one is better. Yes, the results of one 

treatment are immediately noticeable, but they become even more apparent with additional treatments—depending on 

your skin type and end goal, a total of four to six treatments are recommended. If you wish to go beyond the single 

treatment, your clinician can conduct a consultation and curate a personalised treatment regimen for you. Either way, 

results from a Clear + Brilliant treatment can last for months, pending your age, skin condition and care of your skin of 

course.  

 



  

   

What is Clear + Brilliant: 

A powerful laser treatment (so powerful, in fact, that just one treatment will give you better results than over 17 

intense microdermabrasion treatments) that, despite its potency, is gentle and non-ablative, delivering visible 

glass-skin results in less than a week. 

Benefits:  
✓ Helps improve tone and texture and gives skin a radiant, clarity and a youthful glow 

✓ Creates a more even skin canvas, with significant reduction in the appearance of open/enlarged pores 

✓ Is a perfect complement to individual beauty and lifestyle regimens 

✓ Quick, simple, comfortable, very little downtime and affordable 

Typical Treatment: 
Approximately 1-1/2 hours, includes topical anaesthetic, C&B treatments, Omnilux and healing mask   

Post Treatment: 
Some itchiness, redness, or skin sensitivity (to touch or temperature) may develop, which are natural rejuvenation 

processes and typically diminish within a few days. Within three days skin become rough (like fine sandpaper). 

Within 5 to 7 days, a post-laser hydration facial is recommended to reveal gloriously rejuvenated and clear skin.  

Sometimes a facial just isn’t going to treat your skin the way you’d like so a more advanced treatment program is 

required. It makes sense to spread your payments over time, especially as there’s no interest to pay. 

INTEREST-FREE payment methods are gaining popularity because you can: 

✓ Start the treatments you need straight away. 

✓ Receive up-front payment discounts. 

✓ Spread small repayments over a weekly/fortnightly period over 5 months or pay down quicker. 

✓ Spend up to $2,000. 

And best of all, there is no impact on your credit history. 

I can’t emphasise how convenient it is... for example: 

At LAB, we prefer HUMM for many of our large inventory purchases because it enables us to take advantage of 

special offers and discounts on bulk buys. We then pass these savings on to you through promotions and course 

discounts. Also, we can choose a weekly or fortnightly repayment plan or pay the balance off quicker. It has 

improved our cash-flow and we’ve been able to reduce treatment prices... WIN WIN!  

SAVE $585 on a course of C&B Laser Treatments until 30th August! 

   

Clear + Brilliant Laser 
Safe ~ Powerful ~ Yet Gentle 

  

 

Apply for a HUMM or Afterpay account in the comfort of your own home.  

Application is quick and simple and you’re ready to go... 

http://www.clearandbrilliant.com/consumer/what-to-expect#lightbox_content3


  

Winter challenges your skin more than any other season, so it’s essential you give it extra care and attention... 

This is especially true during hours spent inside during lockdown. 

When the weather cools down, adding Dermaviduals leave-on Vitamin Cream Mask to your night-time ritual 

will deliver essential fatty acids and essential antioxidants to your skin, whilst strengthening your skin barrier. This 

mask also acts as a prophylactic against vitamin deficiency symptoms in your skin. 

Vitamin Cream Mask contains Vitamins A, C, E & F and Provitamin B5 (D-Panthenol), in the form of liposomes 

and nanoparticles. Its physiological composition repairs, replenishes and regenerates the first three lines of your 

skin’s barrier defense, making it a year-round favourite and a cooler weather must.  

Why your skin needs Vitamin Cream Mask: 
• Rebalances all skin types 

• Restores hydration 

• Nourishes environmentally damaged skin with a combination of powerful antioxidants and free radical 

scavengers 

• Revitalising, smoothing and regenerating 

• Younger skins can use as a daily moisturiser 

• Prevents vitamin deficiency syndromes in skin 

• Intensive skin care which is still measurable after 3 days 

• Synergy of antioxidants aids in cell regeneration & repair and encourages collagen & elastin formation 

Winter skin often feels dry because sebaceous glands dramatically slow down their production of sebum (oil) 

and can sometimes stop completely when temperatures drop below 8 degrees. A lack of sebum weakens the 

skin barrier  and a weak barrier means its ability to protect and prevent your skin from drying out is ineffective.  

One of your must-have winter products should be Süüsmoon Lotion N because it is jam-packed with restorative 

lipids and essential fatty acids, which leaves your skin feeling silky smooth, protected, and healthy! Süüsmoon 

Lotion N contains nature-identical vegetable oils encapsulated in nanoparticles. Dry or barrier-disordered skin 

requires a high oil content to restore its natural balance and Su ̈u ̈smoon Lotion N is perfect to help regenerate 

your natural skin barrier and support the prevention of dry skin. 

Did you know… the nanoparticles in Dermaviduals consist of natural phosphatidylcholine, which is also found 

in the human cell membrane and contains large quantities of linoleic acid (Vitamin F). The human organism 

and the skin need linoleic acid, which the human body is unable to synthesise. 

Why you’ll love Süüsmoon Lotion N: 
• Regeneration for lipid dry skin 

• Nourishing spritz for the whole body (which is perfect for after the bath/shower) 

• Feels like water, looks like milk – sinks into the skin without leaving an oily film 

• Softening & smoothing 

• Supports repair of the skin barrier 

• Prevention of cornification disorders 

• Contains both omegas 3 and 6 



 

   
 

 

 

 

There’s a lot of negativity about at the moment... And 
negativity is frustratingly infectious. With this in mind, 
we all need strategies for dealing with pessimism and 
countering the doom and gloom, to ensure we look at 
life more accurately to realise how good it is. 

Have Strategies for Dealing with 
Negativity 
This will help you deal with the doom mongers, sceptics and 
other negative forces in your life:  

Be Positive 
The enemy of negativity is positivity, so make sure you are 
well armed with plenty of ammunition… The first positive 
tactic in your arsenal is to simply avoid the negative, like the 
daily news. It doesn’t take long to slip into a negative frame of 
mind, and negativity can quickly spread to other areas of your 
thoughts and life. All that energy spent on maintaining that 
negative outlook is also going to drain you of the oomph that 
you need for your personal wellbeing.  

Empathise with the Doomsters 
Whilst you may not agree with someone, having compassion 
for a negative soul can sometimes help you understand their 
thought processes. Negativity often involves limiting or 
eliminating choices or options, so understanding the method 
behind their approach can go a long way to engaging the 
individual and finding some common ground.  

Look After Yourself 
A build-up of negative energy can often lead to stress - this is 
an emotional drain and can be physically damaging.   

Happy People Lead Happy Lives 
Understand and remember that EVERYTHING is about your 
attitude and gratitude. Smell and appreciate the roses! 

Create Positive Feelings 
Positive feelings are pleasant feelings that make you feel 

good mentally and physically. They include, love, happiness, 

confidence, satisfaction, compassion and gratitude. People 

who choose to think positive thoughts are often referred to as 

optimists. They don't run away from life's tough situations, but 

they do approach them in a far more productive, positive way. 

 

Why Do You Need Positive Feelings?  
Positive feelings motivate you to achieve your dreams. They act as an 

inner guidance system, revealing what your subconscious is really 

thinking and what it wants. They are the voice of your intuition, 

indicating you're on the right track with whatever you have chosen to 

do. Positive feelings also affect others around you: they make you 

more likable and improve your relationships, making others feel more 

positive too. 

How Do Positive Feelings Affect your 
Wellbeing? 
Recent scientific studies have shown positive thinking can directly 

benefit your health and well-being. The daily, endless stream of self-

talk inside your head is generally of a negative nature. These 

automatic thoughts often arise from a lack of information and 

expertise to deal with situations. If you can learn to challenge these 

negative thoughts and make them positive, you will enjoy a host of 

mental and physical health benefits, which include: 

• Reduced overall stress levels  
• An increased lifespan  
• Increased immunity  
• Reduced risk of cardiovascular disease  
• Better coping skills.  

Studies have also shown that positive people generally follow a 

healthier lifestyle, diet, are more active, smoke fewer cigarettes and, 

sleep well and drink less alcohol. 

How Can You Create Positive Feelings? 
1. When negative thoughts come up, tell them to go away.  
2. Upon waking, create your day in as much detail as possible, see 
the day been carried out exactly as you would like it to happen.  
3. Upon sleeping, mentally list at least five things from your day that 
you are thankful for – and of course there is no maximum.  
4. Always re-affirm to yourself that you are doing the best you can 
with the information you have at that moment and that’s enough.  
5. During the day, think of happy memories and people you love.  
6. When negative feelings towards another person creep up, such as 
anger or distrust, pause for moment, take a breath and mentally send 
that person unconditional love. You’ll be surprised how quickly their 
reaction turns around once you have killed it with kindness.  
7. Distract yourself from unpleasant thoughts with a good book, happy 
music, inspiring quotes, a comedy show or talk to a loved-one... and 
laugh.  
8. Stay away from negative people or, if you have to spend time with 
them, detach yourself from their negativity and think happy thoughts.  
9. Ensure you engage in regular exercise, which releases powerful 
mood enhancing endorphins and boosts your vitality  
10. Have a balanced diet with adequate nutrition. 
11. Meditation and deep breathing techniques help your mind slow 
down enough to filter any negative feelings and thoughts so you 
become more resilient and remain centred.  
12. Avoid watching the news, which is often deeply negative. This is 
especially true late at night when you take the negative events of the 
day into your dream state.  
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www.labskinclinic.com.au 

 

If you are happy with LAB’s services, please 

help us by posting a positive Google review. 

Thank you. 

DMS®-Body Lotion 

Light milky lotion for the whole body and every skin type with Jojoba 

Oil and Vitamin E... 

Composition 

Milky lotion with DMS®, high-quality skin care substances & vitamin E. 

Properties 

The DMS®-Body Lotion supplies your skin with DMS®, vitamin E, jojoba 

oil and shea butter and has a strong smoothing effect without 

leaving an oily film. Dermaviduals Body Lotion has no emulsifiers and 

can be applied on every part of your body. 

Application 

This lotion can be applied anywhere on the whole body and 

massaged until absorbed. Especially good for feet. 

How Are Your Hands Looking? 

With all the extra washing and sanitising your hands are getting, 

there’s a  high probability they are becoming severely dehydrated 

and maybe even chapped, cracked and sore... 

Here’s a little Dermaviduals hand bath tip that’s completely divine!  

Wash your hands with Dermaviduals Total Cleansing Cream; 

then add some Boswellia and D-Panthenol serum neat to your 

hands and all the way to your fingertips (serums are formulated in 

clinic or you can purchase them separately), then massage Body 

Lotion into your hands and arms.  

For very dry, damaged and sore hands, instead of Body Lotion, 

apply Oleogel N (and you can sleep with it applied under gloves).  

These treatments truly work magic! 

Usually $92   |   $75 (first 7 clients ONLY   |   SAVE $17 


